White Paper

Succeed with the soft stuff
7 steps to candidate selection

How do you predict success?
A quick quiz: What is the leading indicator of success in a job
candidate? Past experience and hard skills gleaned from the résumé?
Intellect, personality, and cultural fit discovered from a
pre-employment screening assessment? Or the personal impression
you get during a formal interview? According to a report from
Harvard Business Review entitled “Personality Tests in Hiring: How to
Do It Right,” “….used properly, psychological tests may predict success
on the job better than any measure.”
While you may have guessed incorrectly, very few readers of this
article chose “past performance and hard skills.” Why? Because most
hiring managers today recognize that hard skills and experience are
simply the cost of entry (and a cheap one at that), while true business
value is created by identifying an individual’s Behavioral DNA®—that
critical combination of cognitive skills, behavioral characteristics, and
cultural fit to your company, business unit, or department.
If “soft skills” such as those mentioned above are widely accepted as
a strong success determinant, why are so many managers ineffective
at hiring for the ideal profile, and why do they constantly resort to
old habits and focus exclusively on the hard skills/experience match?
The answer lies in a lack of reasonable expectations, training,
and tools.
While paying great lip service to concepts such as these, companies
often subversively deter willing line managers from taking perceived
risks by hiring “non-standard” candidates (read: candidates who do
not have X years of the exact experience delineated in the job
description). Evidence of this deterrence is made clear through a lack
of training in sound screening techniques and an absence of
technology that can drive this process for you.
To avoid these pitfalls, outlined below are 7 steps to help you get
serious about hiring and start focusing on what really matters in
candidate selection.
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7 steps to candidate selection
1. Set criteria per position that determines great performance (and your best performers). This
criterion must align with your stated corporate goals and values.
2. Create a benchmark by job category of cognitive skills (intellect), core behavioral characteristics,
and cultural fit of those leading performers.
3. Deploy this benchmark as a measuring stick against which you can assess future candidates
early in the screening process (early enough to avoid wasted screening time with low potential
candidates who possess a pedigree résumé but bear little resemblance to your best
incumbents).
4. Focus your recruitment advertising, branding, and strategy around this benchmark of your top
performers.
5. Create an interview process to support and highlight key areas of strengths and weaknesses
relative to the ideal profile.
6. Provide baseline and ongoing interview training to line managers in the use of this interview
process.
7. Make managers accountable for their ongoing ability to hire and develop future star performers
by making this a core performance metric.
Sound difficult? Not necessarily. Software is available today that can drive this benchmark and
screening process quickly and inexpensively relative to the payoff. Any search under employment
testing and assessment software will yield numerous companies that can help.
Perceived difficulty aside, consider the value to be gained. Certainly, reduced turnover and
increased quality of hire will be direct outcomes. Other less obvious results include increased levels
of customer satisfaction, increased productivity and morale, and improved communication. These
are reasonable expectations of a comprehensive “soft skills” hiring process focused on replicating
your best employees. Start today and see the results
for yourself.
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